
CHRIS BARBER to visit Loughton
for questioning
In July, Superintendent David Nathan of the National Jazz
Police (based at Loughton in Essex) finally succeeded
(with the considerable help of Sgt. Roger Horton – ex
military police!) in locating and pinning down an elusive
and itinerant trombonist whose musical operations have
covered the whole of the British Isles and most of
Europe for close to 60 years.The audacious exploits of
Barber’s eleven-man gang have even stretched globally. It
has been clear that the gang works to a set pattern –
usually preferring to go into action at night, under cover
of darkness, making their getaway in a fleet of high-
powered cars and vans afterwards. Mr Nathan has invited
an investigator who specialises in trombonistic science,
Detective-Inspector Campbell ‘Slidecream’ Burnap
(Dulwich C.I.D.), to lead the questioning of Mr
Christopher Barber at Loughton Central Library on the
evening of  Monday, 13th November, at 8pm.
And that’s very good news – I’m sure you agree! 
The 1950s are often referred to as a ‘grey’ period in
British social history. But there are many thousands of
today’s grandparents whose teenage memories of that
decade are anything but dull.True, there was no colour
TV (only one black-and-white channel), and a kiss and a
cuddle represented the peak of sexual conquest for most
of us, but the world of popular music was in an exciting,
transitional state. Suddenly there were choices galore.
Swing era-style big bands and crooners were still around
in ballrooms and concert halls, but catching more and
more attention were the other things on offer: rock and
roll, blues, folk music, and – most exciting of all for the
teenage kids in my school crowd  –  traditional jazz.
Every Friday lunchtime we were allowed to gather in the
music room for our own ‘Jazz Club’ session, i.e. 78rpm
records played on the school’s Pye Black Box
gramophone. Not old enough to drink beer and smoke
pipes while we listened to the stomping good-time sounds
we nevertheless analysed each record gravely, in the best
vintage-collector’s mode, and attacked each other’s
prejudices if they didn’t tie in exactly with our own.
One bandleader’s records seemed to be exempt from
criticism. Even the girls in our gang (who only attended
because there was nothing else to do) liked them.The
labels were pale blue with the word DECCA printed at
the top, and underneath was the name – CHRIS
BARBER’S JAZZ BAND.The records had a bright feel-
good factor and our collective feet tapped along to
‘Bobby Shaftoe’, ‘The Martinique’, ‘Stevedore Stomp’, and
our particular favourite ‘Chimes Blues’ where we all
became miming bell-ringers. My weekly paper-round
money was soon being used to buy a front stalls seat at
the Derby Playhouse theatre, where they had Sunday
night jazz concerts featuring top bands all the way from
London.Visits  by Chris Barber’s band (with Ottilie
Patterson singing) were eagerly anticipated.
It’s now close to 60 years since a very young Mr Barber
took his first fledgling steps as a bandleader (a King

Oliver-style group, with two cornets) in 1948.And we’ve
now passed his golden anniversary as leader of  his
famous, and ongoing outfit.What I have always admired in
Chris is his unwavering devotion to jazz and blues music,
his incredible energy and unflagging enthusiasm, his
eclecticism, and his confidence in his ability to get
interesting projects off the ground. He was still in his
twenties when he travelled to New York to set up a
recording session featuring himself with American jazz
stars like Edmond Hall, Sidney De Paris, and pianist Hank
Duncan.That was in 1959, by which time he’d already led
the skiffle music craze (which propelled the Barber band’s
banjoist Lonnie Donegan to solo stardom via ‘Rock Island
Line’), had a chart-topping hit with Petite Fleur (Monty
Sunshine on clarinet), and masterminded an upsurge of
interest in New Orleans-style jazz by organising a band
to accommodate trumpeter Ken Colyer in 1953 on Ken’s
much publicised return to Britain after adventures  -
musical and otherwise  –  in the Crescent City.
Chris Barber’s Jazz Band was one of the three most
popular attractions in the brief but amazing ‘trad jazz
boom’ at the very beginning of the 1960s (along with
Messrs Bilk and Ball). But when electrified beat and rock
groups grabbed the attention of youngsters it was the
broad-minded Mr Barber who adjusted best to changing
tastes in the ‘swinging sixties’, adding an electric blues
guitarist to the payroll. Chris has also operated as an
imaginative impresario down the years. He organised
tours to Britain and Europe, accompanying several
American stars of jazz and blues – Sister Rosetta Tharpe,
Muddy Waters, Louis Jordan,Wild Bill Davis, Edmond Hall,
Russell Procope,Trummy Young, John Lewis, Sonny Terry
and Brownie McGhee, and the gospel singer Alex
Bradford. In more recent years the Barber band has
enjoyed touring and recording collaborations with the
New Orleans pianist and singer Dr. John.
At the end of the 1990s – when some bands were
struggling to find work, or down-sizing  -  Chris Barber
astonished everyone by expanding his eight-piece band
to eleven, adding an extra saxophonist, trumpeter, and
trombonist.The ‘Big’ Chris Barber Jazz and Blues Band
continues to tour Europe and Britain, and the leader’s
energy and enthusiasm appear undiminished. He must
take pleasure in the respect given to him by many of the
British rock music legends who remember being inspired
to take up guitars at the time of the skiffle music craze,
and who were thrilled a little later to hear in person the
American blues icons Chris brought across the Atlantic.
How he ever found enough time to pursue his other
loves of sports car racing, watching Grand Prix events,
and record collecting I have no idea. But one thing is for
sure: there will be lots to talk about – sixty years of jazz
and Chris Barber’s important place in the unfolding
story.The fact that he has a wonderful memory will be a
bonus. I think my buddy Dig Fairweather summed it up
perfectly when he wrote that while Chris Barber’s music
was created in the image of the great American masters
“it is an important jazz oeuvre in its own right.”
The Barber-Burnap interview: Loughton Library,
Monday 13th November at 8.00pm.
Campbell Burnap
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NJA BENEFIT AT THE 100 CLUB
See back page for details

BANDLEADER APPREHENDED
IN BERKSHIRE!



The preservation of the UK’s written jazz history is
entering a new phase, one that will improve access to
important research materials.

I am fortunate in having been involved with archiving
our written jazz heritage for over forty years. As a
very young man I was one of a small group of
enthusiasts who founded the British Institute of Jazz
Studies (BIJS), which, as the name suggests, was
modelled on the Institute of Jazz Studies in the United
States, then an independent organisation but now
housed at Rutgers University in New Jersey. Our initial
aims were far reaching, but like so many well-
intentioned groups that try to be ‘all things to all men’
we lacked focus, which, in tandem with a paucity of
funds, meant that our achievements were very limited.
We put on a couple of concerts, ran an information
service, published newsletters and an occasional
magazine entitled Jazz Studies.

At one of our early meetings a committee member
arrived with a dozen books that had been donated to
kick-start the research library which had been one of
our founding aims. We had no premises and were once
famously dismissed as ‘not so much an organisation,
more a collection of addresses’, so when a volunteer
was sought to look after the books I raised my hand.
This simple gesture activated a ‘collecting gene’ which
had hitherto been laying semi-dormant. From
childhood I had been an avid reader and bibliophile and
had already accumulated my own collection of around
100 books on jazz, many courtesy of the late lamented
Jazz Book Club. For a couple of years I ran the private
and BIJS collections in parallel, but eventually this
seemed an impractical stance so I combined the
collections under the BIJS banner and sold the
duplicates to raise funds for yet more purchases. This
set the pattern for the growth of the BIJS library. It has
never received a penny of external funding, relying for
its development on occasional donations and the
profits generated by my trading in jazz literature. I buy
in collections, keep everything that is needed and sell
the duplicates.

By the early seventies, most of the committee members
had drifted away, one memorably because his newly
acquired wife ‘didn’t agree with this sort of thing’, so
from that time on the library was (and still is) the BIJS.
For twenty years, until the founding of the National Jazz
Archive (NJA), it performed a unique service in
providing research facilities to the jazz student and
researcher, but as a ‘one-man-band’ with a full-time job
the level of assistance was, of necessity, limited. During
the heyday of the Jazz Centre Society in the seventies
and early eighties, when the prospect of a National Jazz
Centre in Covent Garden seemed entirely feasible, I
entered into serious discussions about the BIJS
collection being housed there. Unfortunately this never
became a reality.

When I heard of the formation of the NJA in 1988 I
approached the organisers to offer support. I was
invited to become a Trustee and immediately donated
around 100 books to the fledgling archive. One of
their early acquisitions was a set of bound Melody
Makers from 1926-1941. I was able to complement this
by donating a forty-year run of the newspaper from
1942-1981 thereby completing the run and easing a
local space problem. Until the mid-nineties the BIJS
remained the larger collection, but subsequently better
funding and many wonderful donations have meant that
the NJA has easily outstripped the BIJS. Being
pragmatic, I made the decision to cease collecting new
materials at the millennium and now concentrate on
filling gaps in the 20th Century UK collection which I
estimate is over 90% complete in both books and
periodicals.

The story of the NJA is, I am sure, well know to all
readers of this Newsletter. From an original idea by
Digby Fairweather and with the support of Essex
County Council (ECC), which provides the space,
employs our Archivist, David Nathan, and allocates a

fund for the purchase of new books and periodicals, it
has become the largest specialist research facility for
the study of jazz literature and memorabilia in the UK.
It can also be counted as one of the world’s premier
archives. The NJA has benefited over the years from
many donations, both large and small. A couple of the
bigger contributions include items from the estate of
the late Charles Fox and a wealth of documentation
covering the varied career of composer / bandleader
Mike Westbrook. While these tended to contain unique
materials, many donations understandably consist of
duplicates of book and magazine titles already held in
the Archive. The NJA has always had a policy of
keeping two copies of significant publications, but once
this has been achieved finding space to house further
copies has proved problematic. ECC has been
generous in their allocation of space, but it is finite and
capacity is rapidly being reached.

The NJA (Essex) and the BIJS (Berkshire) are
reasonably accessible to the large population of the
South East, but for those based elsewhere in the
country being able to visit is naturally more difficult. It
therefore occurred to me that a good use could be
found for the NJA’s duplicate stock if partnerships
could be created with Universities and Music Colleges
around the country – the next phase in the
evolutionary process mentioned above. The principle
of what we are calling our ‘Outreach’ programme is
very simple. The NJA will supply the partner institution
with copies of  our surplus jazz books and periodicals
in exchange for them allowing researchers access to
both the NJA material and their own library stock.
This facility will not be available to the general public
but purely to their own students and those individuals
designated by the NJA.

Our first formal agreement is with the Institute of
Popular Music (IPM), part of Liverpool University.
Initially they have been given, on permanent loan, the
NJA’s duplicate set of  Melody Maker on microfilm
covering the years 1926-1981. For a researcher who
would find it easier to visit Liverpool rather than
Loughton, a call to David Nathan to register their
interest will result in an introduction to the IPM where
they will be able to view not only MM but anything else

in the collection of
interest to their
project.

The second
agreement is slightly
different and is with Brunel University in Uxbridge –
yes, I do realise that’s also in the South East. I have
already mentioned that the NJA policy has been to
hold two copies of significant book and periodical titles
as an insurance against loss or damage. However, these
are all currently held in Loughton so a disastrous fire
or flood could wipe out both the primary and the
‘back-up’ stock. Our agreement with Brunel is
therefore for them to hold the NJA’s duplicate
collection which will initially consist of up to 1,000
books and 35 major magazine titles. This came into
force in September. Once again, access will be by
appointment and via David Nathan.

I am already in early negotiations with other
organisations around the country. Women in Jazz
(Swansea) will almost certainly become part of the
scheme once they have secured new premises and I am
hopeful that initial overtures will secure a Midlands
base before the end of the year. The eventual aim is to
find partners in all the major regional centres so that
wherever you are in the country you won’t be too far
from access to a comprehensive collection of jazz
material.

To those of you with interesting collections of jazz
literature and memorabilia, I hope the above will
encourage you to consider donating material to the
NJA at some stage in the future or as a bequest in your
will. Unique materials will become part of the NJA’s
core collection in Loughton. First duplicates will be
housed at Brunel and subsequent copies will be
disseminated amongst our Outreach partners to help
further interest and education in jazz throughout the
British Isles.

Editor’s note: Thanks to Graham for this excellent
work in launching the Outreach programme. He is a
Trustee of the National Jazz Archive and is Chairman of
the Collection Committee. He also as mentioned runs
the British Institute of Jazz Studies. He still works full-
time and has his own ‘Head-Hunting’ consultancy.

REACHING OUT
The latest evolution in securing our jazz heritage

NJA BENEFIT NIGHT AT THE 100 CLUB
This was a splendid event which raised £630 for the
Archive and thanks go to Digby Fairweather and to
Roger and Jeff Horton for their help in organising it.

The  Essex Youth Jazz Orchestra under the able
leadership of Martin Hathaway got the evening off
to a great start with a terrific set including a rousing
version of "Caravan."  Digby's Half Dozen  followed
with guest star Enrico Tomasso and then we had the
"Battle of the Saxes" which featured Dave Gelly,
Karen Sharp, Julian Marc Stringle and Jonny Boston
with everyone in both sets in fine form.

Christine Tobin accompanied by Phil Robson sang a
couple of excellent standards and then came the "Tussle of
the Trumpets" between Digby and Enrico really swinging
"Get me to the Church on time."The jam session that closed
the evening included all of the wonderful musicians who had
kindly appeared plus Julian Siegel and it would be remiss not
to name the great rhythm section of Nick Dawson (piano), Len
Skeat (bass), Bobby Worth (drums) and Dominic Ashworth
(guitar) who all performed admirably throughout the evening.

by Graham Langley

The “Battling Saxes” – Julian
Marc Stringle, Karen Sharp,
Dave Gelly and Jonny
Boston. 
Photo courtesy of John Root

Digby Fairweather and Jack Higgins at the Summer
Jazz Event, 3rd June 2006. A report on this excellent
interview and the musicians who played will appear in
the next newsletter.

Photo courtesy of John Root
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SIR JOHN DANKWORTH CBE
We were especially delighted that he was given
a knighthood in the New Year's Honours as he
along with his wife Dame Cleo Laine are
patrons of the Archive.
VOLUNTEERS
As Graham Langley's feature on page two
implies a lot of work has gone into sorting out
duplicate material primarily for the Outreach
Programme which is an ongoing process .We
have also had a new large shelving unit
installed which now houses most of our
magazine stock.
Apart from Trustees who have assisted with
this work, terrific and ongoing support has
been given by Wally Barnard, Steve Carter,
Alan Quaife and George Wilkinson which is
greatly appreciated.

DONATIONS
ONGAR JAZZ CLUB
Yet another wonderful gesture when during
this summer's jazz event a cheque for £500 was
presented to the Archive and as always our
grateful thanks go to Ongar Jazz Club for their
continuing support.
JOHNNY SIMMEN LETTERS COLLECTION
This is a fantastic collection of letters written to
jazz musician Johnny Simmen over many years
by some of the top names in jazz and over 150
names with some 3000 letters are involved
including Ruby Braff; Doc Cheatham; Buck
Clayton; Art Hodes; Illinois Jacquet; Max

Kaminsky; "Mezz" Mezzrow; Jimmy Rushing;
Jess Stacy; Ralph Sutton and Teddy Wilson.
Thanks for this donation go to John Chilton
who had been looking after them on behalf of
Johnny Simmen's widow.
GEOFFREY BUTCHER MAGAZINES
COLLECTION
A huge amount of magazines were donated by
Geoffrey via his wife Elizabeth including more
familiar titles like DownBeat, Melody Maker
and Metronome and less well known ones
such as The Big Bands (USA), Band Leader's
Record Review, Music Parade, Record
Exchange and Record Guide (USA).
JOHN MCGREGOR COLLECTION
As well as many books this included a
wonderful statuette of Louis Armstrong and a
number of framed portraits of New Orleans.
LAURENCE ALEXANDER BOOK
COLLECTION
Among the many fine books donated by
Laurence who used to broadcast in the
Nottingham area were two which contained
autographs of well over 100 famous musicians.
"A Pictorial History of Jazz" includes  - Henry
"Red" Allen; Art Blakey; Billy Butterfield; Bill
Coleman; Earl Hines and Red Norvo and
"Encyclopedia of Jazz in the Seventies"
includes Benny Carter; Buddy De Franco;
Panama Francis; Sir Roland Hanna; Milt Hinton
and Jay McShann.
NEW BOOKS
Seppo Lemponen – Swing to Bop – Hep to

Hip: A Study in Jazz Parlance
Sonny McGown and Bert Whyatt – The Jump
Records Story -IAJRC
George McKay – Circular Breathing – Duke
University Press
Axel Melhardt – Swing that Music (30 Jahre
Jazzland)
Catherine Parsonage –The Evolution of Jazz in
Britain 1880 –1935 – Ashgate Publishing
Alan Plater – Doggin' Around – Northway
Publications
David Redfern –The Unclosed Eye (Updated
edition)
Mike Tucker – Just Jazz
Ken Vail – Swing Era Scrapbook - Scarecrow
Press

BOOKS, MAGAZINES,
COMPACT DISCS,
PHOTOGRAPHS  AND
MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
The undernoted contributed many fine items:
Stan Adelman, Fred Allen, Bill Ashton,
Richard Baker, Campbell Burnap, Pete Burgess,
Derek Coller, John Cumming, David Hays
(Mainstem Productions), David Griffiths (via
Norman Jopling), Rod Hamilton, Roger
Horton, Jane Hunter-Randall, Graham
Langley, Fran Liggett, Tony Russell, Peter
Vacher, Val Wilmer.
To them and all other donors our grateful
thanks

ARCH I VA L  NEWS

OPEN DAY - 11th JUNE 2005
This was a very successful occasion thoroughly enjoyed by the capacity audience.
They were richly entertained by the celebrity interview which this year highlighted the relaunch of Jim Godbolt's splendid
book “A History of Jazz in Britain 1919-1950” by Northway Publications (and for which Proper Records have also produced
a 4 CD set with notes written by Jim)  with Jim ably abetted by the interviewer,the well known musician and broadcaster,
Campbell Burnap – see photo alongside.
Jim talked initially about his own career from his first published article in Melody Maker in 1940 entitled “Jazz Jeremiah's”
complaining about an article stating that “Jazz is Dead”, right up to his role as editor of “Jazz at Ronnie Scott's” the
house magazine for the internationally renowned club, a role he enjoyed for some 26 years.
He played some jazz records during his wartime naval sevice but one record in particular that did not go
down too well with the crew was “I heard the voice of a pork chop” by Bogus Ben Covington!!!
There was a general resentment from the press toward Jazz when it commenced in Britain in 1919, Punch
magazine commenting, “We are advised by an evening newspaper that the Original Dixieland Jazz Band are
arriving here in April. Thanks for the warning!”
Jim also cited from The Daily Express in January 1926- “The dancing licence of the Liberal Hall Wallasey was
renewed by magistrates on condition that saxophones are not used by visiting jazz bands!!”
In the 1920's there were no jazz bands or clubs as such in Britain with jazz music mainly emanating from
within the dance bands of the day as the music was still very much thought of as the domain of American
musicians and Jim touched on the later visits by Louis Armstrong in 1932 and Duke Ellington in 1933 both on
variety bills-the latter appearing with Max Miller(!) -and both receiving mixed receptions.
The birth of the Melody Maker magazine in January 1926 played a major part in enhancing the
appreciation of Jazz in Britain with features such as Collectors Corner marking the beginning of
discographical information and the record reviews especially by the editor Edgar Jackson becoming
extremely influential and somewhat controversial,eg his adverse criticism of Jelly Roll Morton's “The
Chant” and “Black Bottom Stomp” which were subsequently acknowledged as classics of jazz.
Jim went on to recall  bandleaders like Fred Elizalde,Bert Firman, Spike Hughes  who he regarded as trailblazers of British jazz and other fine musicians such as
Harry Hayes and Nat Gonella and on to the late 1940's period  with stars such as John Dankworth and Ronnie Scott in at the start of the British bebop scene and
Humphrey Lyttelton still a very significant figure today  who started with George Webb's Dixielanders and George now a Patron of the Archive was in the
audience.
There was much more that could have been discussed but time constraints unfortunately did not permit this so Campbell recommended the audience to purchase
the book and set of CD's to find out more about this very important period in the development of jazz in Britain.
Live jazz followed with Digby Fairweather (tpt) leading a terrific band comprising Campbell Burnap (tmb and vocals), John Altman (curved soprano sax), Dominic
Ashworth and Nevil Skrimshire (gtrs), Nick Dawson (keyboards and vocals) and Murray Salmon (bass).
They played “Should I reveal”, “I'm confessing”, “I can't believe that you're in love with me”, “I cover the waterfront”, “Somebody loves me”, “Pennies from
heaven”, and the rousing finale “Chinatown my Chinatown”, very much to the delight of the enthusiastic audience.
During the afternoon, Roger Horton now retired as proprietor of The 100 Club but still a Trustee of the Archive launched a sale of posters from various years of
the Soho Jazz Festival and these are available at £5 each (along with some jazz badges at £3 each) from the Archive during normal opening hours.

The front line of Campbell Burnap, John
Altman and Digby Fairweather and in
background Dominic Ashworth, Nevil
Skrimshire, Nick Dawson and Murray Salmon.
Photos courtesy of John Root



Humphrey Lyttelton became the first guest to
appear for a second time and a very welcome
return it was after his extremely successful
interview on 17th November 2004 where it was
intended to cover his career to date but after two
and a quarter hours we had only arrived at 1958!!

Humph again more than ably abetted by Digby
Fairweather as interviewer regaled the capacity
audience with a fund of great anecdotes and these
included:-

DF Tell us about the Coleman Hawkins
interview?

HL When I was presenting Jazz News the
producer said "Go in with all the equipment and
interview the musicians" who included Benny
Carter, Dizzy Gillespie and Coleman Hawkins who
had a reputation for not being too talkative. "Rotten
idea" I said but went in to what looked like a
cloakroom  and saw Coleman who was operating
almost entirely on brandy at that time and looking
very baleful as I approached. I said "I understand
that before the war you used to hang out with a
great friend of mine Jimmy Skidmore. He
replied:"No."  That's all. Nothing more!

DF What was your first broadcast?

HL It was in 1954 and was called "How I bought
my first trumpet" with every word scripted.

DF Your book "I Play as I Please"  also came out
in 1954 and I thought it was one of the first books
to treat jazz respectfully .

HL I have got another one coming out next
spring and it's not so respectable with the language
updated from when people said "Oh, golly!" 

It will be called "It Just Occurred to Me...." and was
going to be called "The Thoughts of Chairman
Humph" and would include sayings of mine, such as:
"Almost every good idea will turn out to be a bad
idea!"

DF Are you a workaholic?

HL No- a workaholic is somebody who cannot
stop – I can and I am good at relaxation. I only have
to turn on Emmerdale on television and I am asleep
in ten seconds!!

Somebody once asked me : "How do you manage
to go on as long as you do?" And I said: "Breathing!"

In fact I do breathing exercises every day which I
got from a book called "Painless Childbirth!"

DF Do you ever get nervous about performing?

HL Yes but not on regular gigs.The breathing
system I just mentioned helps to overcome this. I'm
a ham and like to go and do ad libs such as "It's
wonderful to be here again in........." and then
pretend to have forgotten the place name. I
remember doing a concert in 1949 with Sidney
Bechet and he was in one of the boxes and the
compère said "I see Sidney Bechet is here," but in
fact he had been rehearsing and very nervously
pacing up and down all the afternoon.

I also learned something from Spike Milligan in the
old days about problems that may crop up and that
was to tell the audience what had happened.

For example I was the first one to introduce Jazz
Record Requests which went out live and I was in
the studio and had a whole pile of record requests
in front of me.

There was a jug of water there and I spilt it all over
these cards of requests. So I said: "I have just spilt a
jug of water over all your request cards – never
mind, you know who you are!!!"

DF Your favourite musicians included Joe Turner
and Buck Clayton – tell us about them?

HL Joe Turner was priceless and very naive. He
always wanted to take things back to the States
from England. He said: "I want to buy a lawnmower"
and Buck told him you can get one back home to
which Joe replied "I want to be the only one on the
block who has a lawnmower with an English accent."

Buck Clayton brought over arrangements from
America and I told him that you have written me as
first trumpet with you on second trumpet and he
said "It's your Band and I brought them so that you
can play the arrangements when I go home." I later
commissioned a lot of work from him.

DF I saw you first in 1961 on Southend Pier with
your terrific eight piece band.

HL Yes.That was a great period and Joe
Temperley was in the band. I said to him: "You
know, for the first fortnight you never smiled." He
said: "No – it took me that long to find out
whether you were a musician or a bandleader!"

DF You were on active service in World War
two, weren't you?

HL Yes, I was on the beach head at Salerno and
despite the horror of it all people remind me that I
used to entertain them with a jazzed up version of
"The Last Post."

On the subject of war, my mother wanted to
volunteer in World War I and was told by her
father: "That's out of the question." So she went on
a training course and  wrote to her father, saying: "I
would not be your daughter if I did not go out and
do my bit." And so she went to France in July 1916
and her diaries make extremely interesting and
poignant reading and I am thinking of producing a
book based on these.

DF The year is 1962. How much did The Beatles
affect the Trad Boom?

HL They had a profound effect on jazz.When I
had the eight piece band we had three saxes: most
of the clubs wanted bands with two banjos at least!

The sixties was a bleak decade from the jazz point
of view.There were about 300 bands in the London
area, all in different forms of fancy dress.

When The Beatles came in, jazz fizzled out
completely and weeks would go by without any
gigs. History and especially the Jazz Brittania
television series gives the impression that we all
dropped dead after the sixties!

DF You like to encourage young musicians?

HL Yes , very much.Take Karen Sharp for
example .I listened to a disc that she had sent to
me and at the end of it I said: "She's good."

I then let her sit in with the band at our regular gig
at The Bulls Head and she played throughout the
whole two one hour sets.

At the end I said to her: "How many of those
numbers had you played before? She said:" One" –
and that was her own chosen feature!

She became a regular in the band when Kathy
Stobart left and plays baritone sax as well as tenor.

Jo Fooks is another rising saxophone star who has
also played with the band.

I am still learning from getting new people in.

DF Your own label, Calligraph- when was it
started?

HL In 1984- it has produced 43 discs now and
with some great guest singers such as Elkie Brooks
and Helen Shapiro.

DF And the latest, Sad Sweet Songs & Crazy
Rhythms is just out?

HL I have written some songs and nobody will
bloody well sing them - so I sing them!! ( Humph
then broke into a song from the CD and said that
"It's got to be a good song if I voluntarily sing it in
public!") 

There's a very interesting title on it which came
about when Bruce Turner and I were in Nairobi and
he bought something from a very young Kenyan
street vendor after succumbing to his sales pitch .I
turned to Bruce and said : "You fool." 

The next day the Kenyan saw us and said: "Yeah,
yeah, yeah!  Ha, Ha! Yukahtya Fren Dafu!" 

Translated this is: "You called your friend a fool!" 

I decided that this was crying out for a 
musical number.

There then followed a question and answer session
with the audience at the end of which they showed
their appreciation with sustained applause in
recognition of another wonderful evening's
entertainment from one of the legends of British jazz.

David Nathan
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HUMPHREY LYTTELTON – CELEBRITY INTERVIEW
8TH NOVEMBER 2005

Photos courtesy of John Root

NJA BENEFIT AT 
THE 100 CLUB

THE DIGBY FAIRWEATHER SUPER
SESSION STARRING VAL WISEMAN 

and a galaxy of stars from the London Jazz Scene

This takes place on Thursday 11th
January 2007 from 12.00 to 2.30pm
(doors open at 11.30am).Tickets at £10
will be available at the door on the day.

For pre-bookings the telephone no. is 
020 7636 0933.

Our grateful thanks go to Digby, Roger
and Jeff Horton and The 100 Club for
organising this evening to benefit the
Archive.

Humph in the Archive with Wendy
Cole (Chairman of NJA Trustees)
and Digby Fairweather




